All members must wear mask while inside the JCC building. Masks will be available for purchase.

Members must maintain minimum 6 feet distance from others, 10 feet distance when working out in Fitness Areas.

Members should arrive 10-15 minutes before their reservation in order to be given a Health Screening outside the building. Anyone with a temp 100 degrees or higher will not be allowed into the building. No cancellation fees will be charged if this happens.

Members will line up outside of the building after Health Screening and wait to enter building with a team member once their reservation has been confirmed.

Once Fitness Reservations are complete members will exit through gate on North East side of building by Tennis Courts at staff’s direction.

Reservation times through MINDBODY will be limited to 50 minutes. Members are allowed a maximum of 2 Fitness reservations per day, and these cannot be combined with a Swimming Reservation.

No Group Exercise is offered at this time but members can use the Les Mills On Demand option at home and the JCC Fitness Facebook Page, or stream a LMOD class while doing a fitness reservation.

No pickle ball will be allowed.

Basketball, shooting hoops but no team play, will be allowed as part of a reservation.

Pilates and Garage Gym open for personal training must reserve in MINDBODY.

Locker rooms will be closed. Family Changing rooms will be open for toilets and sinks available for hand washing. Members must alert Fitness/Aquatics team if they need to use the bathroom.

No water will be provided please bring in your own.

Fitness reservations are available to 18+ members only. If nonmembers make reservations these reservations will be cancelled. Guest passes are not valid for use during the Orange Phase.

Some Equipment in Fitness Areas may be closed in order to enforce 10 feet of separation. There will be no access to the indoor Ride Room or the Track.

Members must disinfect equipment before and after use.

Gym bags and large personal items will not be allowed in the facility. Members will need to come dressed and ready to exercise, they will be permitted to bring in small personal items such as: water bottle, phone, keys, earphones, purse, jacket, and personal sweat towel. Facility sweat towels will no longer be available for member use.

Individuals who are high risk are discouraged from using the facility under orange restrictions.

**POOL RESERVA** **TION SPECIFIC POLICY**

- Outdoor Pool Reservations through Mindbody will exit through gate on South West side of building at the pool.
- All Swimmers must take a cleansing shower before entering the pool.
- 1 lap swimmer per lane with no congregating at walls during turns.
- Individuals swimming in odd numbered lanes will enter the water and rest at the block end of the pool. Individuals swimming in even numbered lanes will enter the water and rest at the opposite end.
- No congregating or grouping together.
- Pool equipment will be available for use and disinfected after every reservation.
- Reservation time will be limited to 50 minutes.
- Reservation times through MINDBODY will be limited to 50 minutes. Members are allowed a maximum of 2 Lap Swimming Reservations per day and these cannot be combined with a Fitness Reservation.
- All reservations at outdoor pool subject to cancellation due to inclement weather.

These policies have been adapted from state & county health guidelines under orange phase to minimize risk to our community.

Thank you for understanding and for your compliance.